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FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 12 Aug 2015 03:54
_____________________________________

cornography n, [kor-nog-ruh-fee] - an intense display of corny or clever jokes, commonly used in
various kinds of recovery

side effects of viewing cornographic images will include laughter, rolling of the eyes, the
occasional snort, and general irritation. extreme cases were known to include diarrhea,
coughing, vomiting, and well...

[spoiler][/spoiler]

if you experience any symptoms for more than 4 hours, you're welcome.

HISTORY OF CORNOGRAPHY -

i am a firm believer in this. and i am sick and tired of posting on other people's forsaken "just
having fun" threads that cordnoy keeps reviving from the dead. i am getting increasingly
depressed by posting on the depressed person's chill spot, and i feel like i already ate and
digested all the "chulint" i could handle. hell, i even made an ??? ???

sooooo, i am starting my own blog, that will, at least for some time, be updated and active, but
hopefully be interactive. i encourage everyone to PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE help, as humor
therapy should be a group effort. you all have talent - I'VE SEEN IT.

corndnoycordnoy is so good at it, that if this were a corny army, i would appoint him ...
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Warning: Spoiler!

rabbosai, the indians called corn "maize". they must have thought corny jokes were just
"amazing". but my motto for this blog is - NO JOKE IS TOO STUPID. you have my word that i
will at least try to laugh at every attempt at humor that anyone makes here. feel good that you
may be giving me or someone else chizuk - or at least you will be annoying "the urge" right out
of them.

so friends. romans, countrymen, give me your EARS of corn...

BRING OUT THE POPCORN, LET THE SHOW BEGIN...

[zemmy, if you're reading this, let it never be said that i do not take my ????? seriously. ?' ??
?????? ????? ????? ????? ???]

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 01 Nov 2015 05:07
_____________________________________

PA

I want to save you before you do something crazy

Did you know? the sign of an idiot is someone who tells a joke then explains it.
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I'm just saying...

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 05:11
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

Ploni with an 'e'

??? ??? ??, ????? ???? ??? ?? ???? ????? ?????? ????"?, ??? ?????? ??? ????? ????? ??? ???
???? ??? ??. ?????? "?????" ?? ?? ???? '?' ??? ????? ????? ???"? ???? ???? ??, ??? ??? ???
????? ???? ??. ????? ??? ??? ?? ???? ??? ?? ??? ?? ??? ???. ???? ???? ?????? ????"? ????
?????? ?? ??? ??? ?? ???? ???, ?? ???? ???????? ???????? ?? ??? ???? ???? ????? ??????
?????.

?????? ??? ???? ?? ??? ?????? ??? (????? ??? ????? ???????) ???? ???? ????? ?? ???? "??
??????" ????? ?? ???? ???????? ??? ???? ?????? ????? ???

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 05:13
_____________________________________

markz wrote:

PA

I want to save you before you do something crazy

Did you know? the sign of an idiot is someone who tells a joke then explains it.
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I'm just saying...

my god...

you're really bored to death...

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 05:16
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

markz wrote:

PA

I want to save you before you do something crazy

Did you know? the sign of an idiot is someone who tells a joke then explains it.

I'm just saying...

my god...

you're really bored to death...
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and by the way, the sign of idiot is someone who doesnt get a simple joke 

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 05:30
_____________________________________

[attachment:1]C:\fakepath\What-If-Soy-Milk-Is-Just-Regular-Milk-Introducing-himself-In-
Spanish-300x300.jpg[/attachment]

OMG!!! SOY BEANS! SOY SAUCE!

SOY MUCHO CONFUSED-O.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 05:32
_____________________________________

OMG!! SOY SAUCE! SOY BEANS!

SOY MUCHO CONFUSED-O!

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 18:58
_____________________________________

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 18:59
_____________________________________

========================================================================
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====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 19:01
_____________________________________

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 01 Nov 2015 19:08
_____________________________________

Abbas, You always monopolize the jokes section. Give someone else a chance.

Was the msg that we're all going to jail in any case? To Hell?

So we should lust as much as we can while the goings good.

And this wasn't even in the dirty section, what the hell is gonna be there? I'll have to reconsider
your previous invitation

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Shlomo24 - 01 Nov 2015 20:47
_____________________________________

Woah things are getting WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY too intense. chillzach boys, we are all
brothers. the black monopoly thing should be deleted however, it is distasteful and racist.
doesn't exactly represent the finer qualities of gye.

========================================================================
====
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Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 01 Nov 2015 20:54
_____________________________________

Abbas, I removed the Black hatter game from my post.

Now do your part. Be decent. No negotiations, ok?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 21:06
_____________________________________

fisrt of all, the black monopoly pic is from a civil rights website, and it is a symbol of black
opression, not racism. it just happens to be funny as hell.

second, mr fruit loops, critiqing my shots is what someone else on gye (who i secretly refer to as
"mom") is here for. (watch him go off on me for saying this).

third, what black hatter joke?

fourth, mr markz, i love the pic with the hat! gotta hand it to you. right now i am proud to have
you as my talmid in humor.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 21:08
_____________________________________

also, this may be a good time to ask, mr markz, what is abbas a reference to?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 01 Nov 2015 21:21
_____________________________________

Ask Shlomo to forward you my PM.
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Enough with the nonsense - No more joking allowed

Karl Mx is dead, Abbas is in a tunnel somewhere

Mark and Ploni(+e) are back!!

========================================================================
====
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